
12/4/91 Dear eter 44emki5, 
Yes, I do remember, and. I note 'hat quite a bit of time hats passed without any real air meanieful development. In the event something does comeof if I'll be as pleased as I will be surprised. %od luck!' do not have enough time for what is important to me and I therefore can t get involved in much elee, nothing at all in which have no confidence. Thahks for the offer te pay my fate but any travel is difficult and potentially dangerous for me. I've not driven out of Frederick since 1977 and when I must be aware for medical appointments in 4Jultinore : am driven there and it tires me too meth, That is only an hour and a half each wsy, too. 
I have no information on any encoding by Jack Rub5r. 
I believe that in referring to the esseellero" photo you refer to one of those used by the ])alias Cinema Associates. I brieght they to light but never had a copy. "y recollection is not clear but the name I ream)) r is k.astellano. haybe I um confusing that with another person. 
nu sorry I do not intow anyone who has a copy, unless it is Dick Sprague, and I think he gave all he had to a Profesvor Cordon at a western Hass. state univerni.7. Save you tried the Assassination Archive and Research Center, 918 F St, IN 0140 610, Washington 20004? They have quite a few films. 
If you have anything factual I'll respond bit if it is conjecture or unsupported please understand I cannot now take the time. 

Good Lucks 



Mr. Weisberg, 
C011A0Eillift 

Peter Lemkin 
P.O. Box 1295 
Solana Beach, CA 92075 

I hope you remember my name. We had a very unfortunate ( I feel) letter exchange last 

year. You felt I was a crackpot as I would not more than hint at the information I had and it 

was at variance with what you had researched. In fact it is NOT at variance, but 

complementary to... Anyway, I will not go into all that here. I have been able to develop some 

significant NEW information and I have had to keep it CONFIDENTIAL as the 'Keepers OF 

The Lie' are active at work trying to suppress the truth and make certain information and 

persons 'disappear'. 
I hear that your health is not optimal and I am sorry to hear that. I regret that you told 

me NOT to come by when I was in your area. In any event I hope your health better in the 

coming months so you can attend the public release of the NEW information. I will send you 

an invitation and information just prior to the release. I will offer to pay your way and can 

only hope then you will be of a mind to and of good enough health to accept and attend. I 

regret I can not be forthcoming at this time with the information. Some people around me have 

been threatened and I must keep it VERY close to the chest unless others pledge absolute 

confidentiality too. This does not ipso facto make me crazy ...just cautious and prudent! 

Do you have any information on who /what Jack Ruby was encoding in his 

addressbook on Bishop (Armstrong Exhibit 5303-P)?!? 
I believe this is a notation and encoded information referring to Col Bishop who 

was the operational chief of the mechanics. The R-24 noted on the Cox's box cover (found on 

LHO) is the same as the 24 over the R noted for Bishop. More than that I can not decode 

things. your help would be appreciated. 
I use your books alot and they stand head and shoulders above all others. In fact, I use 

them so much I must get another set so I will feel free to underline in one set and keep the 

other set pristine. Enclosed is a check with no sum on it. Please send me one copy of 

Whitewash I, II, III,  W and/VD) copies of Post Mortem all signed  and sent insured and 

fairly fast method of travel. Fill in the check accordingly. THANKS! 
Do you have an actual photographic copy of the Cassellero photo you could spare for 

computer enhancement or sell?!? There are two figures that appear in the shadows on the 

South side of Commerce who turn out to be important. I wish to do computer enhancement on 

the photo and everyone I've asked has been unwilling to part with a copy at any price! 

Again, Harold, I hope you are well and that we can from time to time communicate 

about those things I can share at this time. I hope I will be able to share more in the future. 

Lives depend on my being most careful and restricted in my divulging things for some months 

yet. 

Warmly and sincerely - wishing you well, 


